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PADUCAH.KY.. FRIDAY EVENING,JUNE 12, 1908

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

BRAVE DEFENDER 1 Richard Tolbert, Illinois Central HEROIC CONDUCT No Equivocatiotn Manifested in
GEOLOGIST MAKES
OF HER OWN HOME Special Agent, is Drowned While OF TWO BOYS IN
National Platform of Republican :INVESTIGATION OF
WITH my GUN Seining Fish in Twin Lakes Today RESCUING FRIEND Party on Issues of the Campaign '"
atom FLUOR SPAR
itlewlisls%191013106%1Slilelli

•s

Miss Anna Temple Twice Re- He Becomes Exhausted While
Swimming With Rope in
pulses Attempt of Tramp
House.
Water and Goes Down—His
Enter
to
Body Recovered.
All Alone When Be Declares
He Will Get in.

••
C.

ENSCISNIMWSISSWels%1S%%%%%%en

Vernis Smith, Ten Years Old, Attorney General Wade
,.40‘ Going to Inspect. Deposits of
KILLS SON-IN-LAW.
4
101
Saves John Kelly. Who
of Ohio, in Terse English'
,
Mineral in Souther* Illinois
Richmond, Ky., June 12.—
Fainted While Fishing
Sets Forth Principles and (Speclal.)—W. M. Keeton, a
Next Week.
prominent farmer, killed J. KayPolicies.
Ion, his son-in-law, In a quarrel.

BELMONre 1)4,UGHTER.
Galveldoft„ Texan, June 12.—
A w.....nu, calling herself Nemeth
Bet
I Clarke. claims to be the
only daughter of the late Oliver
H. P. Belmont.
announeed
that she is gong to New York
60 HAIM his estate.
stw assassin
she has documentary proof of
her identity.

The shooting took place in front
of Rayloe's wife and children.
Keeton escaped 10 the moontale.,.

Youth Fell Isto Lake Head
First From Skirl:

Kentucky Led

She Was

Exhausted from a swim of about
Chicago, June 12,.—The commitDiscriminated Against.
2110 yards. Dick Tolbert, special potee seated the Taft delegates in the
lice officer for the Illinois Centralremaining Texas districts and is conrailroad, was drowned this morning
sidering Virginia and West Virginia,
.ANISISCVSNWs.Wies%%1MISISVIOS..
H.SItMl.F.feri
MIS' GET CARNF.GIE MEDA114 and expects to close today.
at it o'clock at the Twin lakes on
HIER WV 91•ON WC'S
N
MAKING STEEL
the farm or Robert Noble, about six
It is believed the credentials com- fsrnr. Attorney-General Wade Ellie.
Jumped in and lines were formed by
miles from Paducah.
mittee will approve the report after of Ohio, has aufved here with a tenAlthough his friends were on the {Joining hands. but Tolbert never
abort hearings and the convention isle tative draft in his possession. This
Maxon Mills, June 12 ISpecial.l-- bank and frantic efforts were used to came to the surface a third time.
Heath, Kr., June 12.—(Special.) get organized
Assistant State Geologist F. Jolliet
quickly. Taft's; friends draft is simply the working out of
Eseltad by an unknown tramp who rescue him, he went down twice. His Rome Smith tried to swim but could —Overcome with heat while fishing announce
their platform of appeals the outline which Senator Hopkins Fohs was in the city today on his
denieuded rottener to lit.. house. N bat bpdy was recovered In about six min- not, and Arthur Johnson made three on Metropolis lake, John Kelly, of
to the intelligence rather than the brought here some days ago and sub- way to southern Illinois where be will
Anne Tentille, daughter Of Mr. and utes and despite nearly an hour's dives, but could not find Tolbert's Lamont, fell into the lake yesterday
prejudice of voters.
It breathes mitted to a canference of the -allies" Investigate the fluor spar dePtiebie and
1'111116611
Mrs. Adam Temple. 11.4d the
afternoon at 2 o'clock and after a
work by his companions. Hie never body.
ni:nes of that section. Mr. Faits
Roosevelt's spirit but uses milder on Tuesday".
at bay with an empty shotgun twice returned. His body was brought to
The men at the head of the lake brave fight was rescued by Vernet language. It
Attorney-General Ellis has, how- stated that he could not give a comIndorses Roosevelt,
ye.terdav afternoon at A 0.4•104.k. Al- the city this afternoon and Coroner were eal:ed, slid George Hart dived Smith, the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
contains an anti-injunction plank. f* ever, a peculiar and valuable knack prehensive report on the Kentuoloy
though eine did uot khow the gun was Frank Maker will hold the Inquest with a rope and tied it to Tolbert's II. Smith. of 2012 Jefferson street,
tons increasing the navy, indirectly for putting things into terse, unmis- mineral field until he had 'gathered
Unloaded
N Ise Temple Muek :It this afternoon at 4 o'elock at the par- retro leg. He was pulled' in and his Paducah, assisted by Ray Kelly. outlines
takable English and his services were data on fluor spar mining In other
the Japanese policy.
body was still warm. With all the After reaching the shore with Kelly
stood her ground, and with an ad- lors of Matti:, Efinger & Roth.
Hughes' victory in the racing fight early enlisted by Secretary Taft for states. Kentucky, which lead in Use
the door.
(061441
mosiltion DOI
production of this mineral for heti
Tolbert, with thirteen members of energy they possessed the men rolled the two boys sucteeded In reviving makes him a favorite for Nice presi- this purpose.
&eve him from the residence
the Illinois Central fishing club, of him and tried to get respiration start- him in a short time, and he was car- dent, if he'll accept, and the New
In the first plate it may be stated years, has recently lost first place to
ried home before the news of hat
Mire Temple is the pretty 18-year- which he was president. Is-ft Paducah ed, hut to no avail.
unequivocally that the tentative plat- Illinois, but the reason for it is found
York delegation is willing.
At 9 o'clock Coroner Frank Esker narrow escape from drowning had
dapghter of Mr. Adam Temple, this morning at 4:30 o'clock for the
Taft delegates at large and in the form is straightforward and to the in a discriminating freight rate. rathwas notified and he went out and spread. Today he is atl right but
the miller, and a'siterday afternoon lakes. They reached the lakes
hun in any larger deposits in that
,trat
te
about
First, Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth point. Many of the principles are s
%lien her parent* left on a visit she 6 o'clock and began arranging their took charge of the body. Dick Tdi- suffers somewhat from the shock
and Eighth Virginia districts; were stated in the general terms as absoWilted the seteen door and went tip- seines. OnIJ four of the party could bert was familiarly known and liked owing to his weakened condition.
seated. It is announced that James lutely necessary and wholly wise, but
Illinois miners of fluor spar had an
'fair,..
About '3 Oelock she heard swim, and while 'tome nrembers of by every employe of the Illinois CenKelly is 19 years old and with his G. Cannon, president of
the Fourth there is no equivocation, no subter- advantage of $1 a ton In freight
tral shops, and as an °Meer he had a cousin, Ray Kelly, 16 years old. and
ti..- side gate creak and I:rotting out the party were seining with a
small
National bank of New York, will suc- fuge to catch vote's, no dodging. Any rates over Kentucky, until the interthe_windlost: Saw a white wee., noughly net for minnows. Tolbert. - Clarefice splendid record. He was clever, and Vernis Smith, 14 -years old, went to
ceed Cornelius Bliss as the treasurer
state commerce commission last.
dressed. enuring the gale. Ate went laillthorpc. George Hart and Rome an air of good humor always pervad- the lake yesterday afternoon to fish.
of the national committee.
rear reduced it to"90 omits, but even'
(Continued
on
Page
Four.)
ed
presence.
his
He had been special John Kelly and Vernet Smith got into
downetairs and svh.0 the stranger :n- Smith, who could swim, were dragthis 411) per cent reduction gives, Illiter.red for the tulatress of the house. ging the big seine. Whenever It officer for the railroad for ten years. a skiff, and with their lines out were
nois a large advantage.
Hughes Not is the Race.
Kantischy
Tolbert was a large man, and as floating over the Sake. Ray Kelly
lets Temple thougttlettsly said that caught on a snag the four would dive
Albany, N. Y., June 12.—Goverhas larger deposits of hoer elmf than
he
had
on
heavy
shoes
and
clothing,
The man became in- and loosen it
slie was *lour
was
fishing
from
'
,
the
bank.
John
To:bert was a large
any state or country In North Amerithe effort of swimming so long was Kelly was sitting ie the back of the nor, Hughes, through his secretary,
"Metre arid called tb her to open the man and he had become exhausted.
announced that' he will not accept the
ca and other Minim being equal would
too
much.
His
say
he
companions
Mies
Instead of responding
boat and as he is Convalescing from
doer
Yolbert. J. W. Smith and T. .1.
aye the largo* production'. Crittendid not cramp. although the water an attack of typhoid fever the hot nomination for vice president.
renehed fun the shoteun. End. Hart then went and.
sat on a limb for was chilly-. With him were
The Platforsu.
High,
Close. den, Livingston and Caldwell counLow.
Clarence sun caused him to faint. He tell apwith it upraised, told him to leave some time. Smith started across) the
Chicago, Ill., June 12.—Now that Wheat ...
88/4 ties coatata the principal veins.
87¼
8844
Ellithorpe. George Hart. Rome Smith parently lifeless in
IIII. swell. The man tiestitated. but lake with
the water with practicallt all
a rope in his mouth, hilt Guy Parks.
the contested case, are Oorn
.. .
67 %1
G1'/. though Loon, Hopkins and Christian
66%
Mack Beam, G. T. Brook- his head out of sight. With; SMIth
u hen she pulled the hammer back he became
tired and dropped the rope shire. J. M.
43
4214 counties have mines. The veins are'
424k
Ford. Joe Ford, John Jumped from the boat and bravely out of the way and the nomination oi Oats
Is-ft and went to the road .
and swam to the bank. Hart followed Smith,
Taft on the first ballot is assured, the Prov.
found at the surface and fp down
14.10
14.2244
14.41754
Averett,
Herbert
Tom
Hart,
held Kelly's head "bore the water,
Without displaying any
nervous- and then Tolbert plunged in for
administration forces have set them- Lard ... /Lie; % M.774 II.7754 2.0114) feet in places, though no Kee- •
his
ness' Miss Temple went upstairs and last swim. He picked up the rope Robert Fisher and J. R. Rutter. Tol- which came to his pen chin.
selves seriously to work on the p1at- Ribs
tucky mine is over 210 feet deep.' le
icr.
—.-.
7.72% 7.71
bert liked the sport of fishing and areus restlog from her *hock, when she and tried to loosen it from the
He called for Ray Kelly, who
limb
width, the veins vary front two ladies
heard a noise at the front door by tugging, but seeing he was tired. ranged the last trip today himself, as quickly swam to the boat, and
to 34 feet. Colorado, Arbon* sad'
again
Peeking up her suit she went the party called for him to cross. the shops were closed.
reached Smith, who was almost exTennessee also produce this soinerai.
Mr. Tolbert leaves a wife and three hawed from koldbig Kelly out of
dowsmaivs again. The Mule oars tarter When he reached the middle. about
Fluor spar briefed lb itent-leateg.
children: Dorothy, Dixie and Gracie. the water.
was trying to force the screen door. 35 feet from - the bank he
cried,
-tad especially In the 14W aisle Om
(Psis tuore raising the gun Mies Tem- "Boys, you will pave to come and get He has one brother, Lal:y Tolbert,
With wonderful self-control the
Hearth method oY otoof-aiinstootocii,
ple told him tlie best thing he could me." I-es companions thought he who is in the city. No arrangements two boys carried him out of the
which is rapidly becoming the .
do %vas Ilene
It.. gruffly replied that was Joking, but the wind from thel have been made for the funeral.
water to the bank, where in a few
commercial steel. _IL _le_
Mr. Tolbert was a member °Lib, minutes he was revived. Tee trip to
l. had. tome to get in and would eUe- north earned him down the lake.
better than the Bessemer Or Med
esied
their hamnters were pulled Suddenly he regained his polee, and Paducah lodge of Masons and the the bank was a dangerous en,. as
Cadiz, Ky., June 12.—Mr. Ballard F. Smith, of Hazard. Perry county, open hearth methods, and 90. per omit
bath and calmly Min Temple told swam back about eo feet, while his funeral will be held under the au- there are stepoffs, but they were able
M the total fluor spar production is
tom to lea‘e or ..he would 'shoot and companioss I•aled to him to SOP If spices of the Masons.
to walk In safety. Metropolis lake Is was- married Tuesday evening to Miss Willie Ed Campbell, of Rock Castle,
IS'irh it few insulting re- he was In danger.
kill lem
bout 15 miles from Paducah. and at this county. Esquire Jack Cooper, of Trigg Furnace. verforming the cere- now consumed in the new Prinnlak
'mark% the ttiii shuffled down the
the time of the mishap there was no mony. Young Smith is a member of Cqmpany E. Kentucky State Guards. !tails made from this prawn are reTries-11-to Sieve Him.
of Whitesburg, and has been stationed near Rock Castle with his com- placing all 'others in railroad •repeir
load while Ness Temple was mistress
one near the three boys.
and
one..
called
more
lie
for help
pany for the past several weeks. Tuesday afternoon he and Miss Clamp- and construction.
of the sitti•Ila0
The
boys
tell
the
story
with
modhis companions were startled. G. T
bed
Mr. Fobs Is specialising on illOf
drove back to Trigg Furnace, where they were united in marriage.
The niill Is • short &Mance from Brookshire grabbed a rope and threw
Washington. June 12.—Becre4tar9 esty. but already their friends are
Miss Campbell is about 18 years of age and a very attractive young tpar at this time, but his researches .
the home. but the et111.1.))eq. did not to him, but in the excitement the end Cortetyou issued a circular to all na- talking or steps toward securing a
km,* of the tramp's presence. He slipped Oit( of his hand and sank. tional banks. eisplaining the new cur- Carnegie hero medal for their brave lady. She is the daughter of Mrs. Franklin Oliver, of the Rock Castle rover the entire mineral - deposits of
tomi lett the place. as he was not whi:e Telbert grabbed the other end. rency Jaw, and outlining methods to deed. The proper papers will be pre neighborhood. Young Smith left Rock Oastle Tuesday night on the Kentucky. He gathers data on leo%lieu
e'en an mcire in Oh. velnilly
pared, presented to the commission steamer Eluttorff, in company with the rest of his company, for his home Suction, mining methods and ether
Seeing the eeriousness. Clarence Elle secure the emergency currency
Mr Temple returned he examined thorpe jumped Into the lake. He
and ,it Is believed they will get the In the mountains, leaving his young bide at the hotel in Rock Castle,' and information relevant to the Iseult.,
expects to return In about ten days for her.
whist Is published for the beside of
barrels cramped and was pulled back by hi.
the gun and found both
medals.
Gosild-De Sages Oenteact.
the citizens of the state. Sy
bel=
empty, but it served as a good-bluff
companions,
Paris, June 12.—It is announced
who
joined
hands.
Vernis Smith lives with his -parents
lug themselves of these
Spurred on once more. Ellithorpe that Sense. Gould and Prince de Sa- at 2012 Jefferson street, and when
many'citiastis who go blisdly Wm •
stALICSMAN MAKES CHANGE.
Jumped in holding to a rope and gan signed their wedding contract he went to the country on a visit he
mining ventures, could gala knowlwhen nearly to the place where Tot- yesterday. It Is expected the wed- was cautioned not to go neer the
edge that would changed* ledgers,
Sir. Hugh Thomism Wine Deeerved bort went under he was seised by ding wilt be within a fortnight. It lake.
from a gamble to a ealeatlite MortaliRecognition.
cramps, and he was pulled back will be a 'protestant ceremony as the
ty. Kentucky is doh Is almost every
pope won't recognise Ens.. Gould's
strangling,
mineral except gold and silver. ISM
Mr. Hugh Thomas, who for the - Other members of the party di voree
westeril" section loads le production
past ten years has been connected
now, but the eastern emetics prolewith Wallerstein Bros.. ham. resigned
one of McCracken
J. S. Ross
.1IeS to outstrip it, one. draildnillmend,
his position with this wel: known -firm
county's delegates to the Lexington
becomes general.
to accept a position as traveling sales
state Democratic convention and canmen for Webb-Phillips & company
didate for elector in the First district,
During his many years with wailer' New York. June 12,—Antonio
Chicago, June 12.—Federal Judge
was the arm to arrive borne this
'ton Bros.. Mr. Thomas has made
Ruiz, an attache of the Cuban lega- Landis. reprieved Herman BIllek, sea
morning. Mr. Ross says that
Mcfor tit:melt and his firm many
tion at Washington. sued Mare Ruts traced to hang at noon. for the murCracken county delegates got every- fifer
stain...Tr friends, who will be Wearied
divorce, charging misconduct with der of Mary Vrsal, until the United
thing they went after, and some they an
to know of this advancement, alunknown man. He declared be States supreme court considers his
with an iron hand. There are 50 sol- decided they wanted after they arthough at the same time regretting
will sue a mil:Ionaire for alienation case. All preparations for the execuJudge Walter Ryan today WM
diers
in
Eddyville
and
vicinity.
County
Authorities
was
Believe
convention.
genit
It
fact
that
rived
his
it
will
at
necessitate
the
the
of his wife's affections. It Is stated tion was made and the rites adminis- set aside the sale of the Merger
The
petition,
demanding
the
witherally thought in the convention that
being awto from the city a greater
is Part Plan of Intimidation. drawal of soldiers. Is finding signers had Beckham forced the fight on the Mrs. Ruiz was a former St. Lou's tered to Stilek. The scaffold Is ready thaler-Horton Basket Hanafaeliarlei
portion of the time
For sere-al
woman and mentioned in the testicompany plant to F. I. ;Ask for
In
the
country.
Those
who
are
passiears Mr. Thomas has been buyer for
chairmanship, he would not even have mony 'Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt's suit Governor Deneen refused to interfere.
ing it around are telling farmers that
It Is the fifth time_Billirk has received $34,076, and the pleat Mast again be
the furnishing goods department of
been sent to Denver as a delegate at for divorce.
advertised and sold. tedisah fewthe county has to stand all the exstays.
‘Valerstein's, and his experience both
large from Kentucky.
Kuttaw•. Ky.. June 12.—(Special)
yers, representing the perebastra Slid
as a salesman and a buyer well flts —If incendiary speeches are made pense of maintaining the militia In
a
who did let west the
bondholders
the
count).
him for the duties of his new posi- tomorrow and the prepalled parade is
sale confirmed._ argued the moo betion. He will rover the southern ter- turned Into a demonstration of lawfore Judge Evans in Louisville this
ritory for Webb-Phillips & company lessness. County Judge Critmbangh MURDERER TELLS CROWD
•-••
morning. Information about the deDISOBEDIENCE WAS CAUSK.
and will enter upon his new duties said he will line the route with solThe money derived from the ball cision did mot state when the test
July I.
game to be "red by the teams com- sale would be held.
diers. armed and ready to control the
Arrangements have been made for
laiwton. Okla.. June 12.—Frank
posed of the members of the KID
situation. The situation In Lyon
the
gasoline
carrying
boat
a
Outline
and the Chess. Checker and Whist
county, and particularly Eddyville, is Ford. • negro was hanged for the
the
tabs
ferrythe
plow
of
to
barge
inisaymen.
club, will be given the United Daughdelicate, and the people and authori- murder of his wife. It was the first
boat Settle Owes, while she is on the ters of
the Confederacy to help deties are nervous over the outcome of execution in the new state. A thou,914 GREAT 110194111
THE 0
marine ways for repairs. The new fray the
the meeting tomorrow, which is os- Rand persons witnessed it. He made
expense of putting up the
coNTIMT.
Captain
boat
commanded
twill
by
be
a
speech
saying disobedience to his
monument in Lang circle. The exact
tensibly for the,purpose of bringing
John Coles and will matte her first
Was
pat
not
has
harmony between the Planters' Pro- parents as a boy brought on his fate.
dime
the
trip tomorrow morning and will rsin date for
I VOTE FOR
tective aisociation. the Farmers'
Kansas City, June 12.—The Nel- on the same schedule as the Hattie decided on but will be the latter part
of
June
nnion and the people. and clearing
son Morris packing plant caught tire Owen
The arrangements srUl prove
up the situation, regarding the
it le in the center of quite a convenience to the tarsiers
this morning
nee of soldiers M the county. Presthe flooded district surrounded Ise wa- across the river, and will be of great
A big crowd from this and adjainter, making it difficelt to fight the benefit to business interests of the
lag counties is expected and a parade
denies. The building was erected in city. which have suffered since the
Vial. Mho.
of 2,000 or 3.000 people was planned
190.3 after the flood and cost a mil- Settle Owen was forced to the honk
Sheriff Cash, however, a member of
lion dollars. Another buittling was for malts.
the committee In charge, opposes a
destroyed at a loss of $15.0.000.
.. OOOOOOOOOO161.466.•
parade and says he will wash his
,
:Small intervening buildings were de
Another
hands of the whole affele'whtle
namited to prevent the spread of the
Heavy rains along the KAMM river
County Judge Crumbaugh and Counflames.
Street No.
last night. it is feared will mum anty Attorney Krone swear the whole
•
The fire loss will be $244,000. Two
program Is a scheme to intimidate
Thomas Jordan, a brakeman for worknoen'were kilted and two beet other flood. There is no change in
,
here
today.
conditions
the supporters of law and order and the Illinois Central railroad. had both In the explosion of a tank of aninignilla
5.
to create feeling- against the soldiers his legs cruslied off below the knees welch started the Ste,
Oklahoma City, Okla.. Joao 12.—
•
Water Herodias.
and those officers. who are doing In an accident in the Brockport yards
Jim Kingsbury, the aegro desperado.
properly
their duty.
this morale's. He was brought to the
Topeka, Kits., June 12.—The wa- wantol for two
Loma of Crops.
rders. Is within
ailed sat
It was first thonght the promoters hoopital here at noon an& woe operlive miles of the
St. Louis, June 12.— The Missis- ter is receding.
• He stared lain
to (hi Casa spumartaftt
were slicer, In their purpose to up- ated on, but he cannot live. His sippi is still rising Thousaads of
light
father
sad
mother,
.who
remade
law;
at
but the comity ;MIL
hold the
a =tin
hk.natilIrts.
o
the
a.:i rAltiso
i da,
from
olha
bs
"
rclt-. :
Tbte'hi win
R. Inakr11. of Cyr- Militia tarr
acres and miles of reilesiad Melte are
holoo'
Fair sonegilt. IhriteMay psolsably dials have come to ffie conclusion that Carbondale, Ill., were :MUM/dal* are Iffider waters. The elfest Of Kw atm pleas;*press. ace *Wig Deputy hmE
it Ti
JUNK 17.
, kli h,s 'a ,r' and tiro meil here
showers. Rleelwat tesapereemn. yen. Dm purpose Is otherwise. Incendiary hurrying her. to he at their Noe's eouri flood ia expeeted &today. The Shcriff Clark Fortoon, en route to
laleecbes, it is said,, will be put down bedside. I •••
before he is caught.
Livingston county
less to ,
4 04;
w,,erales.
,

Chicago Market.
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EXPLAINS Tp BANKERS

0'

GET ALL THEY ASK

PARADE WILL NOT BE PERMITTED AT .
EDDIVILLE MEETING TOMORROW EVENIfi

4

PACKING PLANT
BURNS TO ASHES
IN FLOOD MIDST

BRIIKEIAWS LEGS
CRUSHED OFF AND
HE CANNOT LIVE

CUBAN ACCUSES 'BILLEK SECURES
MILLIONAIRE OF
FIFTH REPRIEVE
BREAKING 11011131
FROM GALLOWS

BASKET PLANT SALE
IS SET MIME AGAIN

WILL HANDLE FERRY
TRADE FOR BETTIE,

FOR MONUMENT

MILITIA SCOURS
WOODS IN SEARCH
OF A DESPERADO

PLEASANT

mummy oppong

Su,"

se; dilintaileressmanere

esw

-

ured Chronic Dyspepsia
gg.
Aeosier,
Mx. 4ffex.
so., praise* Dufly`.g chart
Malt Whiskey for coin pietely
curing him of dyspepsia and
stomach troubles, which were
of long standing. tie strongly
recommends Dufty's Pure Malt
W hiskey torahlstomach troubles.
For five years 1 have suffered with
stomach troubles, caused by overwork, and several tithes have bud
severe attacks of gastritis, which developed into a chronic case of dyeOpel*. After beginning the use of
Duffy's Pure NI alt Whiskey Iraperienced immediate relief and eventually effected a permanent cure, and
sincerely recommend Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey to anyone suffering
from dyspepsia or similar stomach
adlictions."-ALEX.K.KESSLER,
St.. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15, 1907.

Duffy'

ure Malt WhIske

great care being used to
is an absolutely pure aistitiation of malted grain:
blot evety kernel thoroughly malteds thus destroying the gem ,and Producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a malt essence, which is
science; softthe most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to
ened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitiv stomach.
It is invaluable for overworked
men,delicate women and sickly children. It strengthens and sustains
the system; is a promoter of health
icingevity ; makes the old young
ki:ps the young strong._

Z

CnUTIOS..-Whon you ask your
fewer or Sleader tor Dotty's Pure Plalrtligt:
theae:woe. its the
key be sore 305 getawnc
in I salt whiskey
snly absolutely pure
I. bold only in waled bottles; never in
Prose SIAM. 'Leak for the trukerwark
:01111 Cnerwist't on the label, sad make
the seal woe the cork In unbroken.
L Consultiog Physician.
OW Dr. R. Caere..
woodiasl booklet and
free
Malt Masks/ Cs.,
stele

la

THE FAVORITE SON PRESIDENTIAL SERIES
Some Familiar Sketches By Washington Correspondent of the
•
United Press.

Washington, June 12.--The thinks
hest known about Robert M. La Fo:• tette are: That he is e reformer who
'Pea figured in Wisconsin for a num, gov• her of years; that he has billp
cm_
r of that state and is now
i e•
that
.
sena
States
tilted
the
of
- b• ar
be 'Iyes on nuts and vegetables in'stead of meat and potatoes; that he
does the Chautauqua circuit profitably during the summer time; that
the railroads hate him; that members
•t the United States senate are not
.
-• toad of beer that be makes a good
speech; that he is opposed to the
;rested interests and that all raeroad
men think he wears hoofs and horns.
Be has been in political life for
28 years, dureig hich ttine. be served
three consecutve terms in the lower
branch of congress,' and three times
as governor. He was defeated for
re-election to the house in 1)00, and
that year marked the beef:toting or
his remarkable struggle against the
domination of railroad and other. corparations In the politics of Revenges.
At the end or ten years' effort he
became governor of the state. The
experiences of those ten years were

varied.
They ineluded house to
house_ eaniPetening. many defeats.
painenage belies satel _even offers o
money by torporMiOnS interested in
getting him oat of their way. In one
instance. it is aeeged. the morainetion for governor was stolen from
him by the purchase of delegates.
But at length kis strength with the
peop:e leeame so em-rwhelming that
be was nominated and elected,
During his servicPeas governor. La
Follette was so successful in his prosexastla of reform that an honest
majority was secured in the if-eis:ature and laws were enacted compee.
ing the.
'valuation of railroads and
other quasi-pub:1c corporate property
and revising the taxes of these corporations so that they have been cornpsied to pay more nearly their just
proportion. A primary eleetion law
for sena:orial and other nominations
was passed. A good law was secured
covering the grant of street railway
franchises to municipal corporations
In the state and permitting a vote by
the people on all such iniportant
priviieges.
Has leg elf-ailed house in his own
state, La Follette decided to enter a

The MU of the laundry Business
Its alphabet, its elementary
principles—were long ago
learned by us and are applied:
Ability ("know-bow" and
skill); best materials (soap,
water, starch, ete.); care
(the -conscious" of any sueceasful bu sine's_ mau)."
Hence it is that our work
pleases 99 out of 100 of our
patronsthe odd l should be.
and is, a negligib:e quantity.

STAR STEAM LAUNDRY
Both Phones- 200

St

120 N. Fourih S',

IT DRAWS to its:- t the
swell chantre which you formerly weltered. It starts a
grossing bank account and
creates a fund which will finally make you independent.
bilaii• that Viral Deposit
today. We pay four per
Cent. intereet.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
110 Breadway

/ -THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN,

broader field, and'
in 1905 he was
eleeted to the Unite Stites senate to
oneteeed Joy** H. ituallfes, and took
his seat Jewelry 4. 1901.
That 1.a Foette would ba laeffectual as a member of the United
ee 5(.t to,
States senate was the predictlin
freely made 'byhis numerous entente*
lasiiiliag.
The powerful interests which be bad
w. L. Pet
Clubs.
11311
211 IC
antagonMed In his own state feared Otileago
2/741 his presence in the ZIthelseati . .... • 26 is
1
and rese/
591
United States senate.
2.5 to .6*311
PIttelbtars
Disappointed limemdes.
25 22 .515
New York
lie has disappointed bia enemies Philadelegits • • ..... 21 Mt .512
no iesa theft
he has pleased MS Boston e
41.
20 2.5
friends. Thole who believed that he St. Louis
20 341 .4,01,
r
would be content to make a noise and Brooklyn ..
, 16 29 .35C
let it gb at that have found that they
were mistaken. Others who thought
At New York.
that he would render himself useless
New York, June II! --Waxier s
by el-advised personal attacks or un- home run was the feature.
dignified conduct have 011ound they'
Rag
Score:
were equally in error. On the other New York
2 7 II
hand, the smooth, diplomatic gentle- Pittsburg
5 4 0
men who run the senate helve found
Batteries--Mathewson and Bresnait impessIble to move IA leollettu ban; Wit* sad 04betin.
from his regular course of action DY
soft speech, promises or hope* of any
' At Boston,
kind of reward. Neither ofBees nor
Beaumont's
I
Boatels, Awe
tendered appointments on important muff allowed the e ,sitors to score
committees, nor peasant owlet rola- their only- run.
lions have been effectual in swerving
R 11
Score
La Follette fruna the course he had
t
llamas .
mapped out.
e
1 6 2
Cinelnnati.
Senator La Follette, has eonstitubed
Repuites and Grabane
Ha-aeries
himself a very important miaority
Campbell and McLean.
of one. in this capacity he Objects
to bad legislation and uses his .1,At PbMadelpIda.
jeet!oos to secure what is possible of
The- assee
Philadelphia Jun.- 12
good legislation, and the fact that the
is ours'
the
mixed. their lilts w
senate does business practically by
unanimous consent, has made LA Vol.
R II F.
Boors
:ette's legislative independence a po3 4 1
Philadelphiatent factor in the law making power.
1 4 1;
St. Louis
'The best speech on the administraCbrridoii and booln.
Batteries
tion's railroad rate law was that deFrutunsa and Hoitei • •
livered by Senator eat Follette.. He
• At prod;ki)o.
Is responsible for more amendments
Brooklyn. June 12. - The e,sitors
to that law as It now stands on the
eleven lupine peabooks than any single member of the won• hard fought
ks:re
Senate. His lung fight with the raillt
R
Score:
roads in Wisconsin. bad given bier a
1 5
wonderful preparation to deal with Brooklyn .. -s st .4.
2 11 ti
this aubject intelligently and force- Chicano
Batteries— Wilhelm and Bergen:
fully. President Roosevelt acknowledged the assistance rendered by La Lundgren and Kling

WI"

•
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"tUPULIN
Has created a stir in the medical world
because of its great Tonic properties for
stomach disorders

It is found in the

highest and most effective form in
Saazer Hops, grown in -the Province
of Saaz, Bohemia.
The

Anheuser- Busch

Brewing

Association, St. Louis, U. S. A., import more of these hops than all other
1111111aw SEM

A

brewers in the United States, and use

MONO all the builders of this

them exclusively in their famous

Nation .none deserve more lasting
gratitude than this stout Old
Quaker Champion.

Irish and English prisons could not con-

r
Budweise
a
4

quer his spirit, and from a cell in the tower
of London he conceived the idea of founding beyond the seas a state wherein Brotherly Love-Peace On Earth and Personal
Liberty might become living facts.

THE KING OF ALL
BOTTLED BEERS

Thus

Pennsylvania was founded.
When colonial governor he introduced
vine-growing and brewing.und at Pentibury
Manor he had a brew house'
Above middle height-well built and agile
-William Penn in his early days was an
expert swordsman, a courageous soldier,
and a splendid athlete.

He died at 74, and the results of his life's
Follette in this fight, and several of
ARIEDIDAN LE sat-R.
the latter's amendments were adoptdoings bear eloquent witness that the moded te the administration before they
Bottled OM) at the
INAssdkid.
erate use of a good malt beer helps to create
were presented in the senate.
.
W.
Pet.
I..
Clubs.
Senator La Follette was a pioneer
ANHEUSER - BUSCH BREWERY
the noblest qualities of mind and soh!.
24)
'eago
in the work of saving the public
27 21 .563
St. Louis, Mo.
utilities. In the fifty-ninth- congress St. Louis
His statue stands in Philadelphia, 547 hat
26 22
he exposed an effort by the Standard Cleveland
Coribisii sr wetlb Crews C.p.
23 22 .512
Oil company to acquire the oil and New York ...
high-for all the world to see.
24 23 .ell
.......
mineral lands in the then territory or Detroit
J. K. STEIPIFIN. Msgr..
2C
24 .489
°reborn& and Indian Territory, He Philadelphia
22 25 ,isie
.......
prepared, but was unable tosecure Boston
ANHEUSER-BUSCH BRANCH,
*Nat..nal Mainline Of fluster,- XVI Rags 154,
114 29 .1143
she. pateftee of an eleelfees law se Washington
The True Will,nrn Penn, 4.0is1S1
P^DUCAL KY.
protect the rights of the government.
Nati.nal IlWerayby- V...1 X LIV.
I)eotIundiry
At(b&-ago.
and thus of the people, in coal and
&Mrs Mental In Huitorv, Peers 111, 191 Is,1, 103 the., el.
R H
*ere:
mineral lanes which still are part of
7 7 2
the public domain. He aided the Chicago
. ....
it 3 3
pmisage of the meat Inspection law. Philadelphia
Batteries -- San.th and eullie.en;
the pure food law, the employers'
eatelity lew and practically al: the Schlitzer, leckeen. tsennba, Powers
.
good legislation enacted In the Fifty.
The- tomb of the grfroest pallet '040
Its
ninth congress. •
Lord Ni-loot;
w..rld .-ter toen
0
1-3
it )h°
.Puirs.
riatlt
re- I itilin delt
eield
ene a
gh'Ithhtit7 yh4
htope
heeli
:
tb"
uilf
"VI
Detroit
4111"141.-AbliPtIvart
'In ,the sixtieth congress La Fol-seeneistrue'weirhs forte,
marbi.•
Th:s
o
*
3 7 4.1 said for venire ntious endeavor end '
Itbrec-k,
tette sing'e bandedly defeated the Dervalid.
tbat Is A 004 IS.
At
tie, tune
.1 Nappy Wattle
His peroration at the
orerina) Aldrich currency ,bill. He New York ...... ....... 1 6 0 'Rya. work.
!gbs Iliff4Vs• tona. an'
eel' at :...that 14.properly
is
baby
see
her
w!".1
that
the
divide.
profits
,
year
each
il
or
Se-timid.:
en
held that the bill was intended psi- . lialieries - Willett and
casket weighlret
with all employes who have ben !cared for -to do the a greed parrs- hinsiele that 4 a 1.nel
manly to create a market for rail- Ohechro and Blair.
mahogthat Is
ilineide
tons.
two
babies
sue
Many
necessary.
vi.la
the
fur
company,
more than two,live is
road &Pruritic% which had been corid lb..
bleb.",
the
'oldie
that
coffin
any
rnothers
their
To insure fairs. so and to'ter from worms and
y eats.
At St. Leed,.
ralled by Rockefeller. Morgan. Ryan
re
,
i
er
brit snow
yeratbaniyahltsg, eivt
siee
R le g ' male. Ile. seheuie tepTieral a week y
and a few other New York capitalists • Score;
"Weil.- steel thee tourist, after a
6 9 .,6 record of each setipeyee :s kept. cud 1 ist and doesn't
and at sienator IA Follette's demand .St. Louis
d,el) thoutelt. "I roe*,
montelies
Cream
White's
worms.
with
troubeet
i
of
end
the
at
Is
of
ilea
the
year
each
3 7 3
the smelled "railway bond feature" Wauthington,
if he .ver gets cut
go; him
you've
these
out
clean
will
the
Vertnifuge
jtvo
hone.
ran
a
at
te:!
glance
Batterieie- Powell. Graham. Wadof the Aldrich bill was stricken est.
for me at my ettelegraph
that
s:
Once
way.
week
mIld,
each
pleasant
a
in
done
what
worms
oti4h man has
A reword of this character had its dell and Stephyme. Johnson.
The weekly report systtin derma je..• tz..al aSways used. Give it a trial. lychee - Lipoineotte
S:rvet sod Warner.
natural effect in drawing upon the berg.
hoe nub Ii leek as.1 west rhararter !Prier. 25 tents. irilill by- J. H. Oehlhead of La Follette the bitter enmity
rest li.e.Pital Doclof --That paThe mite:tete °fie-biases. halm Bros.. C. le Ripley.
of work rt done
of nine-tenths of the members of the
At tievekuld.
who was brought in last night
tient
each
!...en
departtEent
report
this
;
each.
Score 4 _ ,..r. :.
senate. He found himself the objett
ind
Seee_ afton
,t
Entowelpese
,
the
'wifely
then
e
R
is
by
_
It
week:
exavnieed
4
:
f
1
4
1
of a conspiracy fostered by the "Old
A Loyeen. retie Was showifee an
1 genera: menaces anti Thinly roaches +
0 5
Guard." the object of which was to Boston
dresa suit case "-- Philadelget a nee:eetnolin-g--YreitlIlt:""st511iiiillu:P:tiani
the ogees of the cone. rut
In dos' to.", ...fili 1.01.1•1 the famous tereibe of ao
"segregate" him. The leaders of the
Batteries - Check and N. Clarke,
Record
lithAi
.1!.1,
h..
"in
"
sir
the
*ay
i"Ties
house
',alie
ceneees
,
senate apparently agreed to speak to Morgan and McFarland.
him once during the day, but otherwise to ignore his presence as a memMis1a4a Makes Pale Blood.
ber of that body. This has, however. The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTEmade no difference to the - Wisconsin LESS CHILL TONIC drives oat masenator, who has gone on with his laria and builds up the system. For
self-appointed task of being a thorn grown people and children, 50c.
in the side of those who he believes
represent the vetted interests.
"e01,1)1ERING" l'ROBLEM.
Employes Who Shirt Their Wort.
TFACHERS IN NO HURRY
To TAKE EXAMINATIONS,
,
Big Leak Is bahasuies.
Tho question of "soldiering"For two days no teachers of .the
public telexes have been before the shirking work and Whig on the part
board of mediral elaminers, and the or emplOyes -Wei problem every empay -roll of may
board bas decided to discontinue hold ployer who carries
lug the examinations until ante the proportions has constantly to face
return of Superintendent J. A. CaresThe "soldiering" exists in any plain
nagey. Superintendent Carnagee has *there a large number of emPloSea
How
sgoue to Madlson. Ind.. ledngton. engaged cannot be disputed.
Frankfort and Bowling (keen and to prevent it. hotelo stimulate ewe
will not return for ten days. Only ployes to turn out an honest day's
four of the teachers have bees exam- Cork for an honest day's wages is
ined, and each one bas wised the the perplexing pole.
As any manufacturer kaows, labor
physieal
examination.
e•
Is the principal element of cost in
commercial
And the honesty of a poor man Is aimed cvery variety of
Cork,
In some lines of manufacseldom questioned:
turing it allidents to 50 to 60 mid
even 80 per cant, of the entire cost
BUILT UP.
Of production.
In °Mee work the,
labor is the total coat, while in selHight Peed Gives Streusels and Beebe ling the Sobbed product it anionats
Power.
to from 3 to 5b per cent. of the article sold
Hence it will readily be
The natural elements of wessat assiU seen that the someway of getting the
barley, including the phosphate of full quota of work from each' empotatel. are found in
Grape-Nuts, ploye is of vital importance to the
and that Is why lemons who are rim employer who would have a balance
down front Improper food pick up In the right side of the ledger at the
rapidly on Grapes_Nuta.
end of the year.
"My itetern was run down by ex"Soldiering" is one of the biggest
eeesive night work." writes a N. Y. leaks In the modern plant. , Not onman, "in spite of a liberal supply of ly does the slow worker waste be
ordinary food.
time, but he impedes the work of his
)'After using Grape-Nuts I noticed associates and should eve or six one
seeprovement at once, In strength. and penes waste, say, one-fifth of one:terve and brain power.
Sixth of their time, It becornes neces"This food seemed to lift me tin sary to employ an additional laborer,
and stay with tne for better exertion, and that means the installation of
with lees fatieue By weight increas- another maehin• and additional floor
ed 2', lbs. with rigor and comfort in space, light, heat and record work
in the Mere.
proportion.
"When traveling I seelwaye carry
In speaking of this demoralizing
the food with me to insure having It" prantice a prominent employer of
Nome given by Postum Co., Bat- Chicago-a man whose pay-roll cartle Creek, Mich
Read "The Road to ries thousands of atenes---recente
expressed the malaise that the most
Weliville." in lege.
Ever read the above letter? A see "%della remedy for'thiti eonstnerefal
oar appears from ttme to time. They disease. -If It may be me termed, was
Waite th• emare wittdae, true, and'AN at Itipitaa to eery a reward.
0:ayes graft sherers with the emiaterres.
,

4
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TEE MORE PRIZES
Three valuable prizes have been ded to the already long
list of valuable rewards for the hustlin contestants in The Sun
Popularity Contest.
They are two scholarships in the International Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa., 'rlii one scholarship in
the Paducah Central Business College.
These scholarships are transferrable and cover nine different courses: General Illustrating, Art, Book-keepipg, Stenography and Civil Service.

4,

These prizes will be awarded to the three persons securing
either second, third or fourth highest number of votes in the
three different districts.
This makes a grand total of eighteen prizes to be awarded
in the great Sun Popularity Contest and represents an expenditure of $2,200 for pries.
The contest has just begun; this is the third week; any
new candidates desiring to enter the field may do so. Eighteen
prizes; you zertainly can win one.

Sun

Popularity Contest

le
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CITY SPRINKLING
DISTRICTS MADE

Looking for a Cool and
Comforthble

'Arnow.. WW Ile Raised on AU Lines
Bominees Next 'Year, ht the
Edict.

If you are, here you can get one that
is not only cool and' comfortable but
that cannot be duplicated in style, finish
and fit, except by a high priced custom
tailor

A

Our Summer Suits

BUtiV

SESSION

LAST

NIGHT

In a busy session last night the
Ordinance committee of the general
council decided to bring in a number
of ordinances. AU 9f the city licenses
will be raised, as the members of the
committee thought that the preset
rates were too :ow in comparison
with the licenses of other cities. The
new ordinance will be drafted carefully, and every line of business will
be covered so that there may be no
loopholes. Licenses on one and on
two horse wagons will be charged
different rates.
The sprinkling district will be a
go probably, as the committee will
bring in an ordinance at tjae next
meeting of the board.. The streets
that will be Inc;uded in the ordinance
have not been designated. but the
ordinance committee agreed that the
street committee should have the
power to name the streets. Mayor
Smith Is heartily in favor of the ordinance and explained that it would be
a protection to the gravel streets. The
property owners on the streets that
are In the sprinkling district will pay
a per cent of the cost.
City Solicitor James Campbell.
Jr., was authorized to draft an ordir
nerve creating the office of city
buyer. prcecriblng his duties and salary. The power of appointing the
city buyer will be given to the mayor
and the presidents of the two boards.
For the relief of the merchants an
ordinance will be brought in making
:t a violation of the ordinanee -to use
mechanical instruments in the bustHess district during the day. This
wilt put a ben on electric pianos and
Plienographil, but will permit the
moving picture shows to use their
musical instrnmenta after business
hours. Alderman Stewart said that
nine-tenths of the merchants were on
fj
the warpath because of the noise.
The instruments, have been played
T°4
IC
IBROA DWA
every afternoon.
Ice Dealers.
. Ice dea:eno also come withit the
0,DISFETERiNC IR4.."" 7
4W
meaning of the ordinance, and the
promiseumie ringing of the gongs wil
he prohibited. Tjoe hell may be rung
one time at each house, hut to slap
gailub.4.41.1■411waliow•01.4 VINeiao.sive1/1.4101411P".lbaga,mgibmig+aggi.gromiftweawisyb,...miline,..
the, clapper any more will mean a
fine' of. from $5 to $10.
The fire stations may not be, used
with a 0, ,t_o to slightly above Cairo win,
been famous IS a plaswriglat.
aga n for vo ng or on reg s rat on big trip of raund trip liaesengers and continue rising for at least 5
days.
but in the present Instance nes surordinance
days. as an
will be brought freight
She returned to Evansville reaching close flood stage at Chester:
passed himself for ingeoulty. strength
In making the stations be used for at 110011.
and :12 feet or more at Cape Glear- 1
and brilliancy. He has poured oat
only ere lighting. Mayor Smith exThe John S.'Hopkins will be the deem.
the entire store of knowledge and
plained to the committee that it was Evansy:lie packet tomorrow morning.
The Wabash at Mt Carmel will
WILL BE GUESTS OF' MANAGER experience. acquired by a two year's
dangerous to have tke telephones
The city of Saltillo arrived from continue to fall slowly.
stay in Russia, where he mingled
WILLIAM MAIA/NE TONIGHT.
used for all purposes, as some one St. Louis at 6:30 last night with a
with all classes of society. He also
announcethe
might be calling up for
big trip of freight and 56 excursionThere Are Few
becatne associated with that famous
ment of•the vote, and an alarm of ins tram:Chicago and 53
from St.
and mood powerful secret organizafire mightmight be delayed several min- Louts. all making the round trip people who know tow to take care
of thetaselves-the majority do not. HuctesioBailey Stock Compasy Mak- tion. "The Nihilists." The characters
front St. Letils up the Tennessee. The The liver is a most important organ
lag Good With nee Reperllobe at
are a:I finely drawn, action is guieb.
Every body must be vaccinated in
italtillo will return here on her way in the body. Herbine will keep It
Modem Plays,
Interesting and absorbing and has
Paducah If the general council WE
to St. Lou a Monday afternoon.
in condition. V. C. Simpkins. Alba.
plenty of comedy and irthos that is
pass the ordinance thaf`the commitThe Kentucky came out of the Texas, writes: "I have used Hersincere. "Why Women Love" is one
tee will present. This precaution
Tennessee last night at 12 o'clock bine for Chills and Fever and find it
of the strongest.
and best pays ea
will be taken by the city fathers to
with • big trip of lumber and croole the best mV/dicine I ever used.
The Sun's newsboys will be the the stage today. The zpanagemest
I
prevent an epidemic of smallpox or
ties for Brookport and a number of would not be without. it. It it as guests of Manager Malone at Wallace prom tees an entire change of specialany. contagious disease.
passengers. She will return to the good for children as it is for grown- park tonight to.41tness the perform- ties with an extra vaudeville feature
The ordinance providing- for the Tennessee Saturday evening_ at 6
up people. and I recommend it. It ance of the Hutton-Bailey Stock coin. for tonight.
Improvement of Tenth street between o'clock.
is fine for La Grippe." Sold by J. pant.
Broadway and Kentucky avenue will
The Geerge Cowling made her two H. Oehlechlager, Lang Bros., Ct 0.
Last night the Huttoo-Bailey Stock
last
he repealed. The city purchased the tripe,front Metropolis here today do- Ripley.
Baseball Players aim. Pose iharers!
company played to • large audiesee.
property from Mrs. 1'. H. Puryear. ing a big business on both
Louis J. Kreger, ea-champion
trips.
The
play
was
a
sensational
one,
eaand in the ordinance the agreement
long distance foot racer of Gerimai
The Roystl arrived from Golconda
'
titled
Failed
to
Keep
Sacrificed."
"Why
She
Was
Promise,.
1!
was violated by tit city.
and Holland. writes. Oct. 17. 1101:
at 141 o'clock this morning in charge
Will Green, colored, who was told a strong and interesting story.
An ordinance will be brought In
"During my trainbeg of eight
of her new owners and returned at 2 heavily fined and given a six months' giving one of the best portrayals of
weeks' foot races at Salt Lake 010.
ter the improvement of the alley be- o'clock bh:s afternoon with big trips
jai; sentence for vagrancy, but was scenes at the world's greatest gamtpeen Tennessee. Jones. Sixteenth
in April last. I used Ballard's Scow
each way.
released on condition that be leave bling resort. Monte Carlo. There is
abd Eighteenth streets. The propThe Sajor Slack passed down the the town forever was arrested on a strong vein of comedy running Liniment to my greatest satisfaction
the
stead
erty owners have agreed to
Ohio on her way to Cairo rentellay First street by Harvey Martin and through the play_ The specialties by 'therefore. I highly recommead
expense of graveling the alley.
evening. with three barges of pav- returned to jail, where he will stay Forbes & Forbes. Little Bernice. ha- Snow Liniment to all who are trouThe committee was given further
bled with sprains, bruises or rheuing briek from Cincinnati.
six months besides paying a tine of'bel Roills-Balley and Lawrence Ham- matism."
time for an Investigation before
25c, 50c and II ea Sold
Chattanooga
arrived
The
from
a
were good and it is a mystery
$100.
• .
4!rfloInot the words "tobacco broker"
J. If. Oehischlager, Lang Bros .
by
abort
trip
up
the
Tennessee
river af!how a company playing at cheap
from the city license ordinance.
C. 0. Ripley.
ter ties yesterday
afternoon
and
Kuloker-It is feared that In fu-.prices eon afford to ca?ry such a numAlderman Ste'wart brought up the
went to Jotra to unload. She re- ture years our rainfall may
ber
of
high
class
artists.
vaudeville
diminish.
matter of having the ordinance comFar From it.
turned _thts alliornoon and le taking
Becker-All they will have to do Tonight the company will present
mittee meet twice a month instead
on
freight
preparing
tit?
Wilifilineoa-1 thought That TICsby
to
leave
for
is to have more picnics.-New Torkt their feature bill, "Why Women
ef •once. The members thought it
Chattanooga tomolorow Sun.
'Love." a play that appeals to all Wan spine to retire - gracefully from
advisable aid will meet the Manday Teoneosee to
classes of theater-goers, who like a polities. I see be ha, Juiced the gronight after each regular council meet- afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The Henrietta arrived from Jopila
clean and wholesome play.There lino Whit ionists.
ing.
Warms
la
Now
Curable.
Headerson -Well. don t vertt call
d
doubt but that "Why Women Love"
Present at the meeting last night: yesterday evening with a tow of
A St. Louts chemist, after many
will soon be firmly .st*bltaked as eas that retiring from poi- One
were: Aldermen Stewart and Hank, empty bargee.
The Harth Is doing harbor
k years of careful experimenting and of the most original uad ItiTeitMg
"Ye-ea, but IIDestorf*amt
'
and Councilmen Van 'Meter mod
Investigation, has discovered a simple of Viodern
for the Weet Kentucky ('oat co
-July Smart Set
dramas.
sutler has
Krceiser.
remedy
that
hundreds
bas
of
cared
while the Kuttawa is tied U
Des of eczema that had been prospection.
unced incurable This chemist he4
.
r","1,41
P P.,
.1
.44
.1.
.1
1 4"
,"
"
r
,
Captains Green and
ed that eczema and all itching
rived 111 the city yester
In diseases were of local origin
The
steamboats.
_Inspect
to
nd were caused by germs which attry
Lyda Margaret, Kuttawa and
tacked and fed on the skin. He too
N. will be Iiiesettod.
Kan to search for a remedy that
Captain W. C. Witkey. general
would destroy these germs, and
Chattanooga
Packet
manager
of
the
•it4
found that by combining the active,
company,
Hiner,
and
traffic
Mr. F. C.
0.1, fall
Help one of your trim& to was
4
.111111
35
"..
.11
..
.
principles of certain well known vegetbattan000ta
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sold them to us at a sacrifice. They're new goodsnot"carried-overs." Telling
you about the styles and the
price isn't as graphic as
showing the goods and
making the actual show down. Come in.

with or without vest are not ordinary
suits; the fabrics are in exclusive patterns and correct shades of brown,olive,
gray,bYue and fancy mercerized mohairs.
The tailoring is the work of,the most
skillful and highest paid craftsmen in the
country. Come sec the following
specials:

THOSE COOL SHIRTS

•

•

I I AT we want
more than
than anything else is
comparisonm-investigate those "R. &
NV." suits we're selling at $20.50, made
to sell for $5 to $10
more. The maker

ordieanc,e Committee Decides
In Favor of Them.

SUMMER SUIT
o

PAINIE MIMS

Of soft outing materials---collars and cuffs of like
fabrics--offer true summer comfort. They're growing
in favor and you'll want a few when hot weather strkes
you. Better call now while your size is here-and the
prices are so tempting---$1.00 and more.

STRAW HATS ARE SELLING FAST

Younlan's confined styles are here and they will appeal to your good taste.

ii

i

1

Men's and Young Men's Summer Suits,
single or double breasted, two or three button, in the newest patterned worsteds, cassimeres and cheviots; full value $20.00,

Special $15
Men's and Young Men's Summer . Suits, of
the latest single and double breasted models,
madc of fine serges, worsteds, caesimeres
and cheviots; full value $25.00,

Special $20.
A continuation of our special purchase sale
of $15,$12 and $10 outing ceats and pants for

,$6.48
Remember this is nob a sale of broken lots
nor odds and ends, but thc surplus stock of
Walcoff, Udell & Co.

'Tis Straw Hat Time
Choose Here et $1 to $7.50
All the smart, nobby shapes in fashionable straws
from America's hest makers. See our window
•
4;16y-it's worth seeing.

Summer Underwear
Our famous dollar lines ie knee and ankle length,
the B. V. D. athletic, finest feather weight lisle,
Bonbon French balbriggan, American silks in
blue., pink and hoc), patterns; finer goods to
$7.50 per suit.
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FACTION
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THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY IS DEAD

Perey Hely Says They Did Not
Aequiesce i. Slate.

Says Ex-Senator Hill-Bryan
Responsible.

THE to.
VANISHING
" FLEETS

Specials for Saturday
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
AT THE

OLD PHONE 1119-A.
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F1FTY-CENT

Necks ear is certainly not an unusual thing but such fifty cent neckwear as

•

T-

we offer is distinctly uncommon.
There's the
new hatswing-The Young. It's a beauty in
all the var iug shadts of brown and Copenhagen blue and also splendid showing of fourin-hands in the same shade.
The new Japanese twill Silks, too, in rich oriental patterns are

SOCIAL CIRCLES

For Virtue.
In honor of her guest, Miss Nell
Carney, of Folsom:tale, Mies Nannie
Watkins, 1631 Teal:tome greet, entertained Last nigh*, with a pretty
party at her home. The house was
prettily decorated with roses, and tb
evening was pleasantly spent with
many image:notes. Delightful refreshments of ices and cake* were
served the guests. Those present
were: Misses Bessie Thompson, Jennie Sneed, 'Mabel Rein. Dula MeloTyre. Irma Scopes, Nell Carney, Beatrice Bechanan. Bobble 'McIntyre,
Julia White. Pearl Watkins, Ellen
Manstleet Nannie Watkins; Messrs.
Sam Watkins, Harry Watkins. Waldo
Hawley. Horace -Stewart, Albin Felffi,
e. Watkins. Thomas Clark, Hardy
Reel, Charles Hurley, Harry Gilliam.
Carlos Gilliam, Rouse Wilkins, and
Mrs. Robert Wilkins. Mr. and Mrs.
Buchanan. Mr. and Mrs. Watkins.

PADUCAH

EVENING

Hochman strcet %ere Oven a
pree piety on Thutisday evening
The evenlug was spare mot ph-seante- a ith garnet a Those present
were: Wises Eva and Ethel Dean.
Susie and Jennie Brame, Nora Lutz.
Mantle lerakes. Nettle Moore, Lizzie
Wilkinson, Bessie TbeObald. Josie
Online. Nell and Celia Dean. Mrs
Owen Nelson and Metiers. Marshall
Buruharte James MeLasurelin, Edgar
Whets. 041k Hoftich, George Northland Stewart Bond, Ben leareer, Murrell Anderson, James Ford. Ed Poor.
Owen Neon). Roger Fields Frank
Hughes, Willie Griffin.

SITN•

NEWS OF COURTS
In Bankruptcy.
Deputy United State* Marshal Fleeted Neel served notice of lova unlace iiankruptcy
proceedings on
Charles Brasheat, a merchant of
Lecusburg. Ky., yesterday. James
end Sanifel Brashear, who were also
members of the Arm. are now in New
Madrid. Mo., land the_summona was
sent to a Mississippi county, Mo., officer for -service. The arm made an
amignizient.

Lucky 131
AT HART'S
Saturday 13th

Birthday Dinner.
Mareiage Lieeseses.
Members of Evergreen Grove. W.
Fred C. Xshre and Emma miser.
C., will be guests at a basket birth..
day dinner Sunday at Cbampy's
very striking.
(busty ('east Order's.
Some of them in the window.
bridge, on the Mayfiele road. in honor
as, appoioted
Jeta K. Holoon
of Mrs. Katherine Witheett seventyWorlds of them in the store.
Stop and look.
Everybody will go guardian of Lillian and Rosebud Hobfirst birthday.
non,
ete in wagons.
•
•••
•if
C. Wilitema, B. Bamburg. W. IS.
ae
Walters
were
appoleted
appraiser,
Mr. and Meg. W. B. Mills, of 2040
Coffee Mills,
2 qt. heavy tin Pudding-Fit
Jefferson street, have gone to Tren- of the estate of :esthete Miles.
6 qt. Sauce Pans,
Milk Strainers,
ton. Tenn., on a visit.
lsevelimbeeMelleasealleeligmettreellasee•011eeRliewelle'ethaftellieetilleseit
WATCH CHAIN SAVES 1.110B.
Mr. J. W. Daniels, assistant su2 qt. Coffee Pots,
Wire Potato Fryers,
A Pattbscah Outside.
perintendent of the Prudential Life
Coat and Pant Hangers,
Coffee Biggins,
The Hopienaville New Era has the Insurance company, will leave this elissourean. Rains Relic in Rifle and
following account of the marriage of evening for New York, where he will
2 qt. Graduate Measures,
Horse Brushes,
Slays Charging catattiouet.
Miss Edna Fades and Mr. Marshall attend a special Wiriness Meeting of
Sprinklers,
Granite Wash Pans,
Homes Puryear, of this city,:
Poplar Bluff, Mo., June 12.- Atthat company.
I qt. Granite Cups,
6 qt. Tin Milk Pans,
"Miss Edna Eades and Mr. MarProf. W. H. Sug.g, principal of the tacked by a huge catamount ten miles
shall Puryear, both of Paducae, were High school, left lag night for Chi- south of here, K. Emory, a timber4 qt. Covered Buckets,
Shoe Brushes,
-Forms for, real estate agents for
%Argenta Broach Dropped.
married at 8 o'clock Wednesday
sale at this office
man, fired every bullet be had in a
10 qt. Galv. Buckets
50 ft. Wire Clothes Lite,
Guthrie, Ey , Juue 12 -it wee de- niglet at the home of the bride's inti- cago, where he will study In the Uni-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
squirrel rifle without bringing the
4 qt. Milk Coolers,
5 lb. Sad Iron, '
Oiled at the Planters' Protective as- mate friend, Miss Carrie Baker, "Oak versity of Chicago. Mrs. Sugg and
animal down.
Broadway. Phone 190.
children
have
'Madisonville
gone
to
to
soelation meeting that the barbecue Hall" farm. ChristIon county. The
Dish
Pans,
14
qt,
4
Rolls Toilet Pieper,
The animal closed in on him and
-We can,give you the anted carspend the summer with relatives.
at Guthrie should not- be held this ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Japaned Wash Basins,
Lamps,
Mrs. Addle Lessor, wife of F. L. would probably have killed him bad
riages in t
city for wedding, ball year. Last year was the first time
Millard A- Jenkins, pastor of the Bap- Lessor, of South Fourth street, who not Emory thought of his watch
gad theater
Ile. Our prices are low- that the barbecue was called off since
Lunch Baskets,
Butcher Knives,
tist church. The bride wore a white has been sick. Is better today.
eltalo composed of bullets he had
er than th
charged for Ulm service the organisation was formed. The
Granite Cake Pans,
Paint Brushes,
embroidered French batiste, with a
Mr. Henry Cave returned last night saved while a private in the first Ten
th any ellY la America. Our service committee took the position that if it picture hat. The going away gown
4 qt. GraLite Pudding Pans,
25c pkg. Silver Polish.
from Danville, where hap attended col- aeseee regiment in
Se etteentl to nose, and the best In this barbecue was held at Guthrie for the was a
raspberry woolen rajah. with lege this year.
watch
Emory
Jerking
off
the
chain,
City. Pahnet Transfer Company.
entire association it would cost not bat and gloves to match. The happy
Mr. Lee Nance has returned from loaded his rifle, using powder from
-.-/le- H.S. Hollins has left the .ess than $10,000 and that at least couple left this
morning on a south- a vett in Oklahoma City, Okla.
his horn Molt, and succeeded In
City for a few monthe.eand I have ac- $10p,or04, would be spent by the
ern ,trip. The bride Is a graduate at
Miss Emma Morgan. of the McKin- kitting the animal just as it was lungquired an Interest li his business and members in railroad fare and hotel the Bethel college and of rare beauty
*ball look after it for him. Any In- bills in getting to and from the meet and personal charms. The fortunate ley school betiding, is visiting tbis ing toward him.
• s
formation eith reference to any Mg. It was suggested that if they so bridegroom is a successful' young week in Ben top.
Mr. Pete Steele,. Mr. ad Mrs. Roy
•
branch of It will receive prompt at- desired each county could bold a bar- business man of Paducah."
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Mrs. Ada Scott and
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Davis, of Florida, are visiting their
to
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Missionary- auxiliary at.Grace Episcobrother, Mr Ellis Stewart, of MayFrom reports made, the association pal church this afternoon at 3:45 s
FOR SALE-Credit coupe* good
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will handle about 55.000 hogsheads o'clock in the parish house.
.
foe $70 on any piano In W. T. SRA
May 16dt.
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tail trade, $7,5 to $17,5 per month
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where
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Hopkinsville,
front
Mame 47.000 hogschecks of all k:nda, rubber type signs, dark district.
and expenses, or commission. ExperGladys Bolling. of Paris. Tenn.. and called by ebe illness of. her sister,
Suttees-these Inserting want ads to ience
Markers. See The Diamond Stamp heads have already been eroded end' Misses 'Mary Lon Griffith and Carrie
unnecessary.
Hermlingsen
Mrs. James Cooper, who Is improved.
arc now op sale. elle*. the sales agremember
that
rhe Sun Rill kindly
Works. 115 South Third. Phale
Toiedch obi°.
McCaughan. of Mayfield. with a lawn
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To rid your chicken house of
FOE' DRYNew phone 019. roe and Madfsdn. Ring old phone
(lam Diem Dance.
turned to Benton this morning to
should be dropped was again brought
elites and lice. use Lee's Ike killer
•
The Carpe Diem club wa- enter- hold court.
FOR DRTerrod old peon° teeil. 1562.
up for consideration. and It was de30-•1. YoPP Seed Co.
1AMIT-Brown leather pocketbook.
cided that the relation heretofore ex- tained by a dance last night at the
J. S. ROMS has feturritietrOm LexFOR RENT-Apartment infleeg
-City subscribers to The Dale isting between that branch
between Sixth and Broadway and
of the as- home. of mir. Gus Legeay on the ington, where he attended the gate
Flats, bit Adams.
Sem who wish the delivery of their sociation and parent body
Punch and refreshments Democratic convention.
*
should be Claire road
WANTED-To rent typewriter. G. Third and Broadway. Pocketbook
esimils slopped must notify our col- levered
Ile to my faults a little blind.
contained five dollar bill, bracelet
Mt. and Mr.. IL D. Phillips. of
Before this can be MutI1! were served,
C.,
care Sue.
lectors or make the requeets dIreet brought about many details,
-I'll be a little blind if you'll
and three cigars. Finder please refetss fretrahan boulevard, will leave
which
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_es case Sun.
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t.. carriers. San Publishing Co.
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attended to. This question has been music clads will be the recital by the
ost. 1). C.• Roberts has gook to PADUCAH TRAINMEN-DID
LADIES-ATTENTION - The reBarter & Williams' new barber before the committee for some time Crescendo club this evening at the Golconda. Ill., on it business trio.
NOT filseiPOND TO CALIL. Please return to this office.
liable Home for ladles before and darshop, 112 South rifts street, beck of and has been considered before but Woman's club at 6:30 o'clock under
room,
FOR RENT--INIce furnished
Mrs. I. M. Klein, of Lohisville, 1.
ing confinement. First-class in ever,
Walker's drug store
Trainmen of the ele C. & St.
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The recital is open to the public.
of North Ninth street.
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day afternoon from 5 to 6 o'clock at this morning.
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Official edition, with chapter by Presofficials
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Mrs -Laura Higgins. of Ogden's for week and year to. June 10, 19418: ertson was awarded the medal in the
E. W. Wear went to Miura) yesident Roosevelt. Only $1.00. Big
landleg, was operated on at River- Markets.
Sales
Total class above the fifth grade in a con- terday to attend the burial of his General Manager Thomas at Nash- ning water. Apply to Lendier & terms to agents.
Freight paid. Outville did not result favorably for the Lydon or phone 675 or 1261.
side templtal yeeterdeir .for appendiWeek. Sales, test with Miss Lucy Overby. In the brother-fa-law, D. F. Jones.
fit ready. Send 10 cents postage.
those who went
weir Site stood the operation welt. Clark-Wee
639
41001 class below the filth grade Mies Mary
FOR SALE-Rubber tire phaetint,
Mrs. Ora Kirby. of Hardin, is vis- trainmen, and that
Ziegler Co.. 265 Fourth street, PietaMrs, leggin, is a niece of Felix G. Springfield .
407
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tional Sunday School' ausociaLeave• Paducah for Trent-neer River Republican party organisation, has
lion. DIM ot sale June 13
A class of 26 candidate, will be inEvery elnednesiday at 4 p. ni.
often been exploited In the daily and
to It SWIM 104 June
itiated into the Red Men on the night
Return limit June 26. Round
of July 3 and the occasion will be oute
Master
.1. W. WRIGHT
trip $6115.
of mush interest to members of
.the
order, as it is the beginning of the
Clerk
ROBINSON
EUGENE
J. T. DONOVAN,
celebration of the interstate meeting,
Agent City Office. Paducah.
This company is not responsible AND YOUR MONEY REFUNDED which begins that day and continues
Ky.
•
for invoice charges unless collecteh Where f AR8070N1 FAILS to Correct until the night of the Fbourth.
R. K. PRATHER.
The ant degree will be eoottvgan
by the clerk of the boat.
Yost Union Depot.
Aar Disorders sr( the ST0144C14
by the Metropolis lodge. the 11411nd
Special excursion rates from Paduree u Mtge the bowels, degree by Beookport Ridge and the
Fare for the
cah to Waterloo.
CARRO/ONE cures
constleatiose, third degree by Paducah.
Leared Pada. ah
round trip $8.00.
and steps the fermentation of food, ao
The Paducah lodge Will meet June
every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
fowl
digesth perfectly, and 20 to elect new officers, who will prethat the
you receive the full strength and
side at the initiation eeeuenioniee.
nourishment from what Is eaten.
THE

c‘if

t

DISTINCT STEP

%GE SEVEN.

Bottle Cooler

Always cold, clean and
economical.
Simple, strong, durable, absolutely clean and
hygienic.
A complete lineihowri
by

HANK BROS.

HENRY MARREN, .111.

FREE TEST ..Thr.P"i's.:2.7.°'."bordr:

-

Dr. Stamper

SUMMER

truouiPLAns

City Transfer Co.

11cPberson's Dreg Store

...FOR...

Rubber Stamps and Supplies, Numbering Machines, Band Daters, etc.

1

RED MEN

OD

THE TULLY LIVERY CO.

Early Times

YOUlt WORD WILL BE

Headquarters

UNDISPUTED

_
BICYCLES
F o r_

COUCH
KILL
AND CURE THE LUNGS

Dr. King's
Nevt,„ Discovery
WITH

•%.

I

Ploirt7A.
FOR Cgegrg T.r.:

OWA!! DIntiar 'ND t UNG TROUBLES.
ra tl A ItA NTZBD SATIEIr 1,0'102
1.0K ItoSIT )1.11,1INDILD.

/ire iiiiiamousime

NEW STATE ROTEL CARBOZON
B. A. Raley. Prow

Soirmal mot hom betel M the del
Two large serape
tate* ea son.
monis. Hat). rooms. Electric Llglite
no. only ...stroll, located Nonni *
La city.
0011MiffillailA Ir

resin))hill3111 •

uccrror;

destrelys the poisonous
germs in the Stomach,
and rieutralleoa septic poison in every
part of the system, and is both a preventatl ve and a cure.
A few doses relleveedistremand the
stomach le soon digesting and Pasted.
!Mimi the fond. The CARKOZONI
Ma perfect relief for indigestion in
.1 ne u,a forms Price Vol
If your deal
you
order direct fru

Itil CAR50/0111 COMPANY
296 Mediae. Asa. ateorpithr Tom.
•

A Twenty Year Sentence.
"I have just completed a tweny
year health sentenre, Imposed by
Ducklen's Arnica Salve, which cured
me oft bleeding piles just tweety
years ago," writes 0. Mi. WoOlever, of
LeRayselle, N. Y Buckien's Arnica
Salve heals the- worst pores,
burns, wounds and cats in the shortest time. 25c at all druggists.
Always try your best not to be
trills' to your Menu-

Everything in the
bicycle line.
_

S. E. Mitchell
326-328 Seth TIM Pm,

Jack Beam

The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect aging. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.

•tt

•

;
'

NOR

P.kTIIMATT TVENTNIT

GET BUSY, DON'T WASTE YOUR TINE
MAKE THE CONTEST YOUR BUSINESS
MAKE IT A BIG PAYING INVESTMENT

•

- "MAT. WMIL

ATTENTION, PIANO BUYERS!

i,i- )k• lingliter. Paducah R. P. D.
50,060
"Many Couteatants Are Close
Mho Mabel Mayers, Brookport.
Together at the Top of Both
40,81111
A. C. Hargrove, Madam') R F. D.
This Week's Race and the
31,795
Miss Myra Oliver, Velem. Ky. 24.500
Entire Contest-(lot of Tows Mims
Billie Screier, Widthlaud, Ky.,
20,122
Candidates Climbing to the
Mks AIlie Rumen, Keen. Ky. 19,050
Top.
Julies Starks. Benton, Ky
10.0441

Bring Your Prize Coupons

4

Lowest prices ever known on new
pianos of established makes. Bargain prices in slightly used and
second-hand pianos and organs.
Easiest payments. Leave your order- for tuning and repair work.

TO

Fred P. Watson & Bro.

1 Victor H.Thomas,Mgr.

Nam J. Brown, Pidocsk B. F. II.
$063
311
('. K. Lamond, Paducah R. P. D.
REACTIFIle CONTEST WEATHER
'
3,315
Mien Ruby Flack, Mayfield, Ky ,
8,900
5,005
Are Yee" Taking Achantage of le! Paris ElIkon. Murray, Ky
Most of the Racers ire. Watch Miss Treys Comeau, Murray. Ky.
.5450
.
the score. No
iii Leaders
l'erisonly
ship But They
Are Mks Rosetta kanahart, Paducah R.
F. D.
4.300
(Nubbin& scow.
Miss Lena Madden. Wing°. Ky 4,300
J. J. Lane, Paducah It.e'.D.... 3,370
3.400
A. LeKea!, 'Paducah R.F.D
Miss Dora Draffen, Calvert My, Ky.!
2.058
'
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK,
Henry Temple, Maxon Mal
2,563
For hatberripLione turned hi
Guy C. Hanberry, leddiville. Ky
between Monday morning, June
2.000 ritery served by Tim Sun outside are good for the numb', of rotes 'questions that may arise in coonec•
S. and it p. In. Saturday, June 14.
the limits of the city of Paducah.
printed on them if voted before :he [eon with the eotitest. Candidates by
Clifton Senter, Paducah R. F. D.
Thirty (Foliate' worth of furniMore Timm 112.013) In Prises.
:Ime limit stated, contestants may se- entering agree to these published coo1,980
ohs to be selected from the evFollowing Is a description of the cure subscription votes according to ditiona.
Mites Mae Matthews, Kuttawa,
relleat and complete Mock of
Ky.
1.725 magnificent list of prises offered for the following schedule:
Voting Lisult.
furniture of the F. N. Gardneir
the winners in this contest together Flor Payment
H. C. Hartley, Paducah R. P. D.
in Advance By (lid
Until June 136o candidate will be
Jr. company to the candidate
with
the
arrar
gement
governing
REM'HED BY JOHN HAMILTON:I PR MIME s
Subscribers.
1,323 1
'
jallowed to cast more than
4W IV
10, we
HI • 114:LA H
turning in larKrat rialir41111 Of
I their distribution.
THE
Time
By
'Heenan]
Carrier
Kruse,
.Padateth
By
Mail
F.
.13,
t
Voted
D.
certified
yotes
in
%ma A r.
any one day
caeh on shecriptions.
The candidate securing the highest 1 year
$4.50
$1
tie
2.25it
I
Address all cestaninsdeatkers is
There will be no tesue woos
'John Throb.Id. Jr,, Paducah R. F. number of votes, regardless of dile S months 3.4$i
'2 00
1,2ou The *Hs, Coated Department.
to candidates tureens( lit largret
trice. will be given The First Grand 4 months 1.50
D.
1.410
SA,
but
iunount of new
pas...A Quietly ‘ws) I esie-rday %fief
Prize, a $700 double building lot in It years
Titled1ticitept Steele la Vicinity of
Beery Hauser. Paducah R. F. D.
9.041
6.45)
6.001
3,000 voles will he given for
Illness of Paralaysift. Is
1.0
.
3 Gregory Heights. Paducah's prettiest
I cloth whit Jour. Sirrcis
rine
turn.
every Ian any candidate
Advance Parawnt by New Sub.
suburb.
city.
scriber'..
•
The
candidate
securing the second
Great Coldest Weather.
Time
By Carrier
After this week the size of the
By Mail Votes
And se] the conteht goes on at highest number of votes. regardless 1 year
strasely de$u4*
$4.511
4,5041
will
be
given
The
Second
speed;
candidates
top
still reap large-let,
8 months 3.410
clime to the end of the routed.
2 1)0
Port was reached by the life ship
2,41I')
land
Prize,
a
$400.00
two-carat,
While standing .mu the back
harvests as a result of the beautiful "
Porch
4 months 1.5.0
1.00) sT.UNDARD OIL tiONIPANY MAT of John liamilton, 47 years old, one preparaig
1 110
•O that (kirk* thr• lard week
blue-whi
le
diamond.
on
display
at
to fort's' • back door, air
aeather;
votes
large
in
still
in
roll
'
KEEP
IN
nearer
isnous
Dor
4ITV
there will be
tor
years
9.00
I
6.041
of
Paducah's
12.01C1
best
known
boldship
Jewelry
227
Broadunknown loge* was discovered
quantities and many are enabled to'
I° W°Irl
store'
be
special prise.
Subscription payments of less than 1
er.., v.bo 4.11,4 'Thursday aftertwou at Mrs
Melinda Flyun at the revaiderree
more than vote the limit every even- waY'
$1.00
Li,
by
mall
I
$1.50
and
Ocitiek
by
carrier,
at
the
honer
After the judges> o4 the finish of
of Mrs of Herman Katterjohn,
ing.
It's certainly
great contest
linos Ames
Anna Kennedy, 3151 South Second street. last night
Standing at the time of Balloting weather, a trine warm perhaps dur- the contest have awarded the Grand will not be accepted as counting for
shortly after dark
ticocral IN,
il
'VIM
Act
iei
OneTotes.
street.
Ile
Thursday at 6:00 p.
been
Prizes,
had
islet
a
week
the
names
winners
of
two
the
She
ire( the middle of the day but coo:
befrailit'd and Gus
name. Itcquiring Itetno‘al of
Katterjefin
No employe of The Sun or member
!from paralyses. and was In a critical fired a shut at
thef maDISTRICT I
in the morning and in the evening will be t ke f
the fleeing thief, bet
of
an
employe's
family
condition
will
until
allowhis
be
testants
deeth.
and
nine
the
district
prizes
74.437 and an occasional shower to settle
Mike Ella
fatied to hit his mark, The familv
ed to enter this contest.
Paducah had been John Hamilton's was sitting on
911bei Elsie Hodge
71,400 the dust.
Every one seems to be will be awarded as follows:
the front tomb at the
The
Sun Is the final arbiter In all
home for 23 years. since he came tines of the
The tnree persons writs lead their
Joe I/sawing*"
88.408 taking advantage of it and as a re-i
attemptedisibbitery This
To show that the city officers have from Pittsburg. Tenn. Eeer since he is the third time that bandana have
45.154 suit it is going to be a close race respective districts will be awarded
Miss Marian Noble
43,780 for the week's prize-$30 worth of a $300 piano, on display at W. T.
Jame' Wood
lat heart only the- protection of the had lived in Paducah he had boarded tried to enter houses In that vkinire
first
with
Mrs. Patrolmen Owen
40.118 furniture from the stock of the F. N. Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $150
elre. Iii }WISP
Ictizens' lives and - property. and not at the one place
and KWh are watehsuit of furniture, displayed at Garthe isersatsitkon of any business in- Philip Hest and then with her daugb- ing for the thief,
39,034 Gardenr. Jr., Co.
Myrt Haider'.
ner
Bros..
207-213
South Third, a
elks Mary Berry
22.120
terest. the ordinance committee at ,ter. Mrs Kennedy. Three years ago
And this week there are going to
21.176 be more than two at the top.
Mrs. Ida Ashby
!the regular meeting tart night direct. he. became an ofneer on the steamer
The $100 buggy and harness, displayed
Muskoka the Reanilhd.
17,666 way things are going now it looks at Powell-Rogers, 129-131 North
Mee. Nellie Schwab
.'d City 8olicitor James Campbell. Jr., Mk* in the upper Tennessee river
Do You know the place'
If not
and
Fast
Christmas
Miss Thelma Wham
cane.
10,981 as if there are going to be a dozen Third. The above three prizes will
to
Paducah your
Ito draw up an orilinener, linering the
pleasure has auffered
Take a
9.764 within a short range of each other- be given to the three district leaders
J. L. Dann
!sewage of oil in the city limits
Be- i for a rest. living here quietly until free trip, a ilttle
mental Journey
In the order of the number of butes
.7..1157 and we would like to give them all'
Mrs. T. L. Roeder
Vote the oidinauce IS Preleared
them.
MT. jhe died. He carried insurance and through Muskoka by asking
for that
7.473 prizes but our awards so far have
Jew. Moltke'
Campbell will hay.- a consultation I had accumulated imme wealth
handsome Muskoka Folder honed by
The three persons who receive the
The fulters1 was conducted thee
Fred McCreary
7,305 exeeedee our own as well as your
with Captain .1. W. Tyler. manager of
!the Grand Trunk Rar!wa% System 11
l
4,664 expectations and :f we endeavored to ascend highest number of votes iii
Mies Blauthe Anderein
the leadricae agency of the Standard afiernoon from the home. the iscrvitv.s coutains a
arm. map; lots of view,.
be
will
!being
4,500 place prizes with all who deserve their respective districts
Mits (Serie Hani
said
by
the Rev. W. K Cave. j
!Oil company •rtr that tio unduly hard 50e Bath Brrigh, all
and a fund of fats
Tale,. the Joni-awarded
the
following
prises
in
their
Garrett
' {Ashur of
3,445 them, with all who are eery near the
the
Mrs. Harry
First
Presby teflon 111.y some
!ship may be ocrasioned
evening after supper with
bristle
,church.
3,441 top, every furniture yen in the elty order of rank-a.$65 watch on dile
Geo. I'. Hauer,
'The
burial
wits
.n
Oak
1
It lie probable that the ordinance
•
your a-Ife and children
Then 11111111
plar at Pollock's. $33 Broadway, a
2.707 would be busy Monday.
Mins Minnie Therein
We are
will require the company to 'remove Grove cenvetery
,the door on the doctor for 1905 b%
12
man's
lb.
lady's
Or
sa
watch
At
Sea
at
Nagel
Salt
2,437 going to give them a lot of bonus $60
...._2543
Athol Roberbson
•
thc large storage tatere as well as the
taking your family ton a real journey
Meyer's. cornet Third
and
Miss Pearl Griffin
2.293 votes, however, ;600 votes for every and
"Rut you can't orpe4e this play to through the Muskoka District this
storage bowie out of the city 'Int.'s,
1
Miller
BroadwaY,
range.
$50
a
die
Two
CallaPillar
of
tin
ThrllIOLA
values
beat
2,242 $25 turned in by candidates.
in ,but will permit :he
Mee.
And
•
lass than a do's icittr,ner
company to use make a hit," protested:the manager summer
Played at Hank Bross, 212 Broad1.937 those 3,000 will help some.
P. 11. Fowler
Sponges ewer shown
,Its building at Tenth and
the ambitious from pencils American cities
Munroe "Why not*"...askirel
For
way.
Maurice McIntyre
.1,515
Get Reny
istr•-t-ta as z distributing houiw. The young drantatect
"(Mill you thick all particulars and
l'nbleache41
hanisome
15c
ilThe right is reserved to alter thee,
1,477
1.. P. Gore
Dona waste your time
;comes Ira Rta• is. allowed to 11.411) On it has enough iiituattons•••
'Writ.; lustr•red publication free app,' to G
rules should necessity demand.
Bleat,hed
25c !harel
675
Mks Geraldine Gibson
Don't waste another's
an amount of oil newesaary to the story is one that might lie dee j W Vatic 917 Merchant, Lean and
Contestants may secure subscrip639
Mies Mary Bondurant
In the hustle.
!supply any moderate demand. but in cured in anybody's parlor "
'Trust Building, Chicago, III
tions
anywhere
wish.
For
they
inCaesar
Miter, Jennie
size soft white toilet Cha.637
Don't get dizzy.
go Record-Horald.
'no larger quantitire than
retailer*
stance
a
candidate
IDIstrice
3
in
Is
.508
Mies Ruby Canada
If not for whit lou
mois Skin_
'keep. Another suggestion
brought
A peeve i instely 1377 mini
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
emit Sled
..3145
Harry Lulus-qui
want on earth.
before the committee Man that if the
The. lonyriet eubm•rine cable in the, laborers are allekited with
Dletrict 3 or District I, and vice
the (loll
A. A.beley
361
For others' sakes
Wash Rags
,«nepany wants tanks .n
1 OC
the city world in eine stretch is that from Vane era, Federation of Trade Ctriona In
Tern.
Leon R. Gleavee
560
Get Busy.
'limits. any buildings erected in the tourer to New Zealand.
Gattrisny .
subscribers
Bath
New
are
Mitts,
pair
those
_
who
were
25C
Watts
Geo.
300
That's the idea, get busy, keep
eicinity must be placed a safe butteries
not taking The Sun May 23, the date
1.••••-•.
buy-and number yourself among
of feet away from the tanks.
For a plunge-Rubber Bath
the winners at the end of the con- of the start of thee contest. TransDISTRICT 2.
There are fer from one member of a family to
Mks Mien Nichol.
73,064 test, if not this week.
another or to someone else living In
only
weeks
three
more
after
this:
70.1101
A. W. Stewman.
75C
the samehousewill not he counted as
l'has. Beaker .
53.210 the contest is halt over: how do you
A stringer quartette of
How are you .coming a new subscription.
Mrs. F., E. Ruck
22.1641 stand today?'
Rubber Sponges
The three persons receiving the
clOtlittig values was never
It's up to yoe.
Mee' Doris Martin
17.477 out in, the end?
third highest number of votes in
35C to
Jenne l'allandingieen
14.883 The busy candidates are going to be
t•ffered to dollar wisePathelh respective districts
be
will
Met, John Kehl',ley
!ChM) the winning candidates. the busy
ducah men than tho.s which
INDICTMENT
AGAINtirr FORMER
awardrd the following prizes, a
Sponge Nets .25C to 50C
Mks Kate Nannenuerher
15.110 candidates have busy friends, busy
BARDWELL CITIZEN.
refrigerator.
$37.60
displayed
at
are
now being featuredmake
James Murray
10.333 candidates and busy friends
Violet A til mo n la
ElsOneberger's. 422 Broadway, a $25
25c
each one of them wonld lee
Make the
Mira Teazle Edeington
9,510 votes, make busy-ness.
Chair or other furniture from RhodesRuby Cohen
/4.475 contest your business, make it a
impressive from the extent
Violet Sea Salt._ 250
Burford's, 142-116 North Fourth, a
Wan Mamie Bentham
fe432 pleasant occupation, make It a payG. V. Carol Accused of Peening Notre
$35 lady's or man's watch' on display
of the reduetiou alone even
investment,
ing
so
at
that
the
end
Mbar Mantle Rumen
8417
With Inanthorized Signatures.
3 cakes Violet Toilet Soap
at J. L. Wanner's, 311 Broadway.
If the superb quality of the
H. G. Johnston
14.309 you may be substantially rewarded
Three
additional
prizes
the
for
Curler,
Princess
Hair,
and
with
one of the eighteen excellent
Mina Lizzie Vaughn
7.391
garments were uot cowl*
:
three districts are added and two
for._
7.200 prizes.
E. L. Mlles
ered.
scholarships
International
in
the
Mks Jeauette likotogins
6.1314
Bardwell.
, June 12.-The
/correspondence Schools and
one
Saturday Candy, fresh every
lisle county grand jury returned three
Miss Ethel Searles
The clothes at
3.513
these priors should sell themselves
Who Are 11311gthle?
scholarship in the Paducah Central
lets Walston
againet
bills
3.209
G. Y. Carol. a former de
without any additional argument from our sa semen
Any white person, man or woman, Bfisiness
Saturday,
title
quality
College,
choice
offering
the
Mine Murrell Smedley
2633 of good character, residing in the tergen of this piece, charging him with
of nine courses. These prizes will he
at
310
forgery. ('aro: gave three notes. and
Thomas Peeler
2.565 ritory covered by The gun may ise
awarded in the three different disC. G. Kelly
to each' note was attached the name
2.240 come a candidate for the honors and
This price includes all br*en lots of Two and
tricts so that candidates receiving the
Sole agents Huyier's Candy.
Leo Haag
of M G. Phipps. who is Carol's
1.341 the prizes in The Paducan Sun's
Three-piece Suits, which sold as highls
second highest number of votes in
612.50
A. C. Mitchell
father-in-law,
1,840 Greatest Popularity Contest.
and who says that be
Sole agents Eastman's
their respective districts may choose
never signed the notes and sever
Jeff J. Read
1.601
Duration-Awards.
Kodalts.
one of these scholarships instead of
Mina Bettie Speck
authorized any one else to sign them
1 437
The contest starts with today's an- the merchandise prize. Should the,
This prise includes all broken lots of Two and
John Bryant
1.145 nouncement and will continue till
One of these notes was payable to the
Prescriptions fitted by gradu•
second highest candidates not desire'
Three-piece Suits, which sold as high as
18.00
Miee (swinne Wheetead
Lewis
1.023 July 4, at 9 p.
Mercantile
company,
of
Cairo.
pt., at which time a one of these scholarships, the third
Your
ates of pharmacy.
Janice Rickman .... .
1.003 tommittee of well-known and trustand was for $5/1.53. The other two
highest candidatei may choose them I
720 worthy citizens will be chosen to dewire made to the Fink National
Geo. A. Rondurant
_physician would do well to
If these two eateries do not wish the
Ti is price inoludee all broken lots of Two and
Henry Bailey
396 termine who are entitled
bank, of Rardwell, one of them being
remember this fact. No boys.
to the scholarships they wIlisbe awarded to
Three-piece Suits, which sold as high as_
tr, E. Miller
576 Prizes.
for $60 and the other one for $40.
the fourth highest candidates In the
H. J. Shelton ..
Carol is said to be living en Graves
505
Districts.
three districts.
4
elle* Alma Adam..
county at present.
5110
The territory covered by The Sun
addition the management of
In
Raspberry Ice Cream,
This price includes all broken lots of Iwo sti
Joseph Artie
35.5 has been divided for the purposes of
.
The Sun will spend $100 in special
Ihree-piece Suits, which sold as high as ..............$35.00
Mrs. (i. T. Reeekehire
55/1 this contest into three districts, as
Peach lee Cream.
Murat New Clore Arrives.
Prizes to be distributed to busy canDISTR14T 3.
follows:
didates during the progress of the
The grit new corn of the season
Ilium Lora street, Keel!. Ky. 72.336
District 1 comprises all of the city contest, making a grand total of
was brought on market this morning
Ahoy Switzer, Padarah IL F. D.
of Paducah north of Broadway. is more than $2,000 In prizes, to be
by Mrs. A. L. Ragsdale, of the Cairo
69.364 eluding the north side of Broadway. distributed gratis.
road. The ears were abort but the
Mies Cale& (Idles 'Metropolis, Ill.
District $ comprises all of the city
grains were well piled, and sold for
61.734 of Paducah south of Broadway, InTable of Values.
25 cents a dozen:Ine had sht dozen
MINI Veen Dotbien. IedVette Ky.
ftworporst•d.)
cluding die south side of Broadway.
Besides lb* coupons emu* are
and the corn was all raised on a
, 51,236
District 3 comprises all of the ter- printed "arty In The Sun and whirl)
truck garden near the city limits.

Broadway

Old Rhone 1573-r.

311 BROADWAY

New Phone 1101

HOME PORT

WOMAN'S SCREAM

LIFT QUANTITY

Ha

i

•

•

McPherson's

•
11

l

Column of Good Things
to Make You Cool.

1

Saturday Specials

25c

5c

25c, 40c. 50c,

•I

•

FORGERY

81.50

25c

$6875
$9175

Fresh Fruit Soda Specials

McPherson's
Drag Stare

3875
$18.15

CLASS 1

CLASS 2

CLASS 3

$25.00

CLASS

See Our Elahorate
Window Dip/ay

Tell Your Grocer to Send You Nothing But

ER ADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
W 11 not heat or must. You sliall know it by its wh.t4ness.
Manufactured Daily h
R A D L.
S. Paducah, _Kentuclfx
rallituf

rralloarlirdi

•

4

